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About Graham

I am a fourth year student,
studying Graphic Design at
Edinburgh Napier University.
Now approaching the end of my time
at university, I am lucky to have gained
over five years of industry experience
alongside my education and I am excited
to move forward into a new design role
to continue learning.
I am particularly interested in typography,
brand identities, editorial design and the
future of digital design.

Relevant Experience

Envelope Group, Melbourne

Aalto University, Helsinki

ThreeBrand, Edinburgh

August 2014 —Present

January 2018—May 2019

July 2019

Graphic & Digital Designer

Study Abroad

Placement

I began working for Envelope in an
internship position and quickly moved
into a full-time role. During my time in
Melbourne, I worked closely with the
creative-director, attended client meetings
and site visits, producing design work for
a variety of sectors.

During my third year of university,
I undertook a student exchange with
Aalto University in Helsinki, Finland.
During this exchange I studied alongside
the Finnish students, taking advantage
of the incredible facilities and exploring
the renowned architecture and culture
of the country.

Over the summer last year, I attended
a two-week placement with Edinburgh
based studio, ThreeBrand.

Since returning to Scotland to further
my design education, I have continued
working remotely for the company in a
contracted part-time role.
Having established myself as a digital
designer within the company, I now
design and produce the majority of the
studio’s websites, communicating directly
with clients and other stakeholders.

During my studies at Aalto, I spent a great
deal of time in the screen-printing and
letterpress workshops, experimenting
with the print techniques for the first time.
I also engaged with the wider university
through a brand-management course in the
business school — an invaluable insight into
the theory of brand strategy today.

During the placement I experienced the
workings of a busy studio, dealing with
account managers and artwork teams.
I worked predominantly on a new brand
identity and packaging for a supermarket
food brand. I learned a great deal about
the thought process which goes into
producing packaging for supermarkets,
and the considerations made to ensure
what is produced meets the needs of
clients and customers.

Brand Identity
Complete Hair and Beauty 
Created for a Dundee based hair-dresser
opening her first salon, this brand identity
was constructed to firmly establish the
new business in a competitive local
market.
Clean typography and a modern marque
are combined to give the flexibility needed
for all the business’ touch-points.
A comprehensive salon menu sets the
new business apart, encourages up-sale
of services and allows both aspects of the
salon — hair and beauty — to operate
as a single entity.

Freelance work
Brand identity and strategy
Communications
Copy-writing

Campaign + Packaging
iittala
Working to a brief from iittala’s creative
director, we were tasked with making
the brand relevant for a new generation
of young people, worldwide.
Our research into the Finnish glassware
brand found two key starting points:
the brand is synonymous with quality
and young people didn’t connect it
with their lifestyles.
We used the positioning ‘Table
architecture’ to direct a new and bold
photoshoot of their product range —
bringing the vibrancy and energy of the
city into their brand identity.
We created a proposal which included
a new visual language, marketing and
packaging design. These were presented
to the board of creative and marketing
directors in Helsinki.

University Project
Brand strategy
Packaging design
Photography

Brand identity
Greater Edinburgh
Working to a brief set by D&AD, with
the objective of inspiring more bike
travel in the city of Edinburgh,
this brand identity gives platform
to a rich tapestry of districts which
create the ‘Greater’ Edinburgh area.
Tourism is a major source of revenue
for the city of Edinburgh. But, a packed
calendar of festivals which upends the
day to day lives of locals every year has
left many feeling disenfranchised with
the city’s identity.
Greater Edinburgh seeks to restore
locals’ pride and ownership of their heritage
through a suite of emblems, representing
each and every Edinburgh resident.
Each symbol abstracts and represents
a local attraction, history or industry.
In the past, communities were often
identified by their local industry.
This forward–looking bike scheme
builds on the historical significance
of each community and invites them
to be a part of Edinburgh as it continues
to grow.

University Project
Brand identity
Digital design
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Experimental Typography
Natural Disasters
In this project I explore how natural
disaster can be expressed through
typography, layout and form in a series
of prints contained in a concrete tray.
Distressed letter-forms are created
through analogue techniques and
incorporated into the typographic
compositions.
Themes of loss and fear, silence and
despair are considered with the poetry
of the compositions — much of which
derives from real news reports
surrounding past disasters.
A concrete and metal-grilled vehicle
embodies the raw and exposed
buildings which remain following
natural disasters.

University Project
Experimental typography
Layout design
Object design

I know it will be quiet when you come:
No wind; the water breathing steadily;
A light like ghost of silver on the sea;
Suddenly there will be twist of tide,
A rustling as of thin silk on the sand,
And words that stumble into stars and hide.

Type Specification
‘INOPS’
Following the ‘Natural Disasters’ project,
the distressed letter-forms created were
collected and expanded upon to build
a full display-typeface.
The type specification demonstrates
the typeface and disaster related image
in a bespoke printed and saddle-stitch
bound booklet.

University Project
Experimental typography
Layout design
Binding technique

Editorial Design
Positivity, Chile
A project presenting a series of positive
news stories from Chile, which formed
part of a print collection featuring 30
countries from around the world.

I experimented with layout, image and
typography to create a sense of pace
and a captivating medium for the articles.

ARAVENA
RE/CREATE
RECREATES
The architect rebuilding a nation.
The architect rebuilding a nation.

Protecting
littlefish.
fish Fat
in Chile’s
biggest
pond. of change.
Big pond, little
fighters.
The habitat
Fat
fighters.
A first for Chile’s student freedom fighters.
Shifting
social mores.
Solar movement.
Field fortune.
Chile’s student freedom fighters.

University Project
Typography
Layout & image
Copy-writing

Flexible Identity
National Galleries Scotland
A rebranding project concerning
one of Scotland’s most prestigious
institutions.

National
Galleries
Scotland

National
Galleries
Scotland

National
Gallery of
Scotland

Modern
Gallery of
Scotland

National
Galleries
Scotland

Working with analysis and proposals set
by brand strategists Jane Wentworth
Associates, I created a flexible umbrella
brand and three site-specific brands.
A marque was created which could frame
works from the galleries’ collections, while
still being recognisable as their logo.
A more uniform brand structure shows
the public that the three galleries are part
of the same organisation.

University Project
Brand identity
Brand strategy
Application of brand

Portrait
Gallery of
Scotland

ED RUSCHA

Modern
Gallery of
Scotland

Web design + development
Apollo Projects
A multi-lingual website created for a
prominent, Melbourne based property
developer. Working with existing
brand architecture and a database of
properties, I designed and built this site
to elevate each property.
The site provides a clean and simple
framework for the developer to showcase
each property with a simple content
management making updates quick and
easy.
The site was built in HTML, CSS and
JavaScript before a content management
system was integrated using a basic
level of PHP.
Visit: apolloprojects.com.au

With Envelope Group
Digital design
Code (HTML, CSS, JS)

Web design + development
NorthSite Contemporary Arts
As part of a rebranding project by
Envelope Group, I designed and
built this website for the leading
contemporary arts gallery in
North Queensland.
The site presented one of the most
challenging builds to date, requiring an
interconnected site with exhibitions,
events and, various other related pages
and categories.
As with all sites I build, I created this from
scratch using HTML, CSS and
Javascript before incorporating a content
management system.
As a busy gallery with limited resources,
the usability of the site’s back-end was
especially important in this project.
Visit: northsite.org.au

With Envelope Group
Digital design
Code (HTML, CSS, JS)

Thank you for your time

northwork.co.uk
graham@northwork.co.uk
07449 743 417

